
I ntroducing Beekeeping 2423
Questionnairrs.

Thank you for corning, we hope the weekend has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modifo, develop or
improve the course. lf you offer ideas please put your name on the reverse of the form.

1=grott! S=v€U good 1 2 3 4 5
How well has the course met your learning needs? ,r/

Comments: GnTZ:cn q-? use F UL

Was the information presented well and clearly? ll
Comments: V€nf c (fQA

Do you feel the weekend provided value for money? f
Comments: bXC gLLelUT V'? Luq
The balance between PowerPoint and hands on is always
challenging, was is good enough? 1-/

Comments: t/A G firte
What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
learning day? N.B. lntermediate Beekeeping Course is in 17th March 2A24.

lp.Tq(tmgXinre CouaS€

What are your thoughts about the Friday evening viaZoom? We hoped it would offer a social
event of some sort and allow people to settle in before a fairly packed weekend. Was it useful
or did it feel unnecessary?

V€J V€ny uJe Fut lM'Te/LeSr,'rt/Lt- e,q1#qc.udLucrrt (l S?acina).
What did you enjoy most on the course? Apiary time is always limited because the emphasis
of the weekend is to give you a factual foundation.
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Any other comments (PTO if necessary)?
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I ntroducing Beekeeping 2023
Questionnaire.
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Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modify, develop or
improve the course. lf you offer ideas please put your name on the reverse of the form.

What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
learning day? N.B. Intermediate Beekeeping Course is in 1(th March 2024.
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening via Zoom? We hoped it would offer a social
event of some sort and allow people to settle in before a fairly packed weekend. Was it useful
or did it feel unnecessary?

frrolil tuq (df ruh/t) &,4-6 f-,-/
What did you enjoy most on the course? Apiary time is atways limited because the emphasis
of the weekend is to give you a factual foundation.
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How did you hear about our courses?

Any other comments (PTO if necessary)?

1=grotty S=vBU good 1 2 3 4 5

How well has the course met your learning needs? /
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Was the information presentbdinrell and clearly?
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Do you feel the weekend provided value for money? \./
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The balance between PowerPoint and hands on is always
challenging, was is good enough?
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I ntroducing Beekeeping 2023
Questionnaire. ffi

Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modifu, develop or
improve the course. lf you offer ideas please put your name on the reverse of the form,

1=grotty S=very good 1 2 3 4 5

How well has the course met your learning needs?
%d
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Wasttf"Jb information presented well and clearly? \,/
Comments: -f1, -* 'i,lfGllA I
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Do you feel the weffend provided value for money? V
Comments:

The balance between PowerPoint and hands on is always
challenging, was is good enough? \"/
Comments:

What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
Iearning day? N.B. lntermediate Beekeeping Course is in 17th March 2024.
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What are your thoughts about the Fntdy evening via Zoom? We hoped it would offer a social
event of some sort and allow people to settle in before a fairly packed weekend. Was it useful
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lntroducing Beekeeping 2023
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Thank you for coming, we hope the weekend has been useful.
Please provide us with some feedback and your thoughts on how we can modifir, develop or
improve the course. lf you offer ideas please put your name on the reverse of the form.

What do you need next? (Apart from some bees) - e.g. a mentor, a more advanced course or
learning day? N.B. lntermediate Beekeeping Course is in 17th March 2024.
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What are your thoughts about the Friday evening via Zoom? We hoped it would offer a social
event of some sort and allow people to settle in before a fairly packed weekend. Was it useful
or did it feet unneCeSSary? r i;,i,i;'ti w 
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\A/hat did you enjoy most on the course? Apiary time is always limited
of the weekend is to give you a factual foundation.
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How did you hear about our courses?
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Any other comments (PTO if necessary)?
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1=grotty S=very good

How well has the course met your learning needs?
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Vfas the information presented well and clearly?

Comments:

Do you feel the weekend providedl value for money?
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The balance behrueen PowerPoint and hands on is always
challenging, was is good enough?
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